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CHAPTER I

NINETEENTH CENTURY ROMANTICISM

The nineteenth century was a period of turbulence during

which many significant events occurred. The political revo-

lution of France, the industrial revolution in England, the

Crimean War, the earlier Revolutionary War followed by the

Civil War in the United States, the Franco-Prussian War, and

the tremendous progress made in the field of scientific dis-

covery are but a few.

The upheavals of the nineteenth century followed the

seemingly benign, logical behavior of eighteenth century

classicism. Montaigne's philosophy of reasoned discipline

still reigned supreme. The eighteenth century was the era of

Haydn and Mozart, of Gainsborough and Chardin. The courts of

the kings radiated grace and beauty. The gentleman's realm

was comfortable and enticing. The elite danced genteel, care-

fully patterned dances. But the multitudes, excluded from

the golden aura surrounding noble birth, smoldered with in-

dignation. Doomed to dreary or intolerable living conditions

and despairing of ever rising to higher levels, the peasant

was overworked and overtaxed.

1
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The eighteenth century philosophy of rational thinking

and objective investigation bore fruit in scientific advance-

ment. Old tenets were shattered in all branches of science.

Religious beliefs were re-evaluated after the publication of

Darwin's Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection

(1859). But the philosophical climate compatible to science

discouraged the use of imagination, emotion and instinct in

the arts.1

Voices of dissent were raised. Rousseau, eccentric,

sympathetic, but cosmopolitan, enflamed Europe with his pas-

sionate writings concerning the importance of the individual

and the duty of government, although disciplined logic was

the literary vogue. In England in 1759, Edward Young argued,

"Nature brings us into the world all originals. . . . How

comes it to pass that we die all copies?!!2 In America Thomas

Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence. In France

and Germany Voltaire and Lessing made their pleas for a more

humane creed, a new tolerance that would allow more individu-

ality. Thus the men of the latter eighteenth century turned

from objective reason to embrace imagination. They wished

for freedom from all intolerance. They longed for liberty.

lPhilo M. Buck, An Anthology of World Literature (New

York, 1951), p. 644.

2 Beekman C. Cannon, Alvin H. Johnson and William G.
Waite, The Art of Music (New York, 1960), p. 288, quoting
Edward Young, Conjectures on Original Composition (1759).
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During the nineteenth century, despite the tumultuous

times, or perhaps because of them, the arts flourished

astonishingly. The conditions which determine growth or

dormancy in the arts at any given period are obscure.3

However, the link between public affairs and the arts is

particularly strong in countries where movements of national

development or liberation are occurring.4 During most of the

nineteenth century the arts reflect characteristics typical

of romanticism. These emphasize individualism, emotionalism,

subjectivity, 'and nationalism paralleling the interest in the

common man, his language, and his folk songs. Favorite sub-

jects included the ancient, the supernatural, the wierd, and

the mystic.

Of all the arts, literature probably was the most affected

by the political and social events of the nineteenth century.

For the first time Russia, and in a more modest way, the United

States, emerged as world forces in literature. Dostoevsky,

Tolstoi, and Puskin were Russian leaders. America produced

Emerson, Poe, and Twain. England contributed a long list of

illustrious names--Byron, Wordsworth, Scott, Dickens, Coleridge,

and Keats are the most outstanding. In Germany the names

Goethe and Heine and the leading philosophers, Hegel, Schopen-

hauer and Nietzche, are among the most prominent. In France

3E. J. Hobsbawm, The Age of Revolution (Cleveland, 1962),
p. 2.

4 Ibid., p. 256.
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Hugo, Flaubert and Musset were the principal writers. Fac-

tors encouraging the growth of literature were the newly

formed bourgeois society, more time for recreation, the

interest in the vernacular as opposed to the language of

the courts, and the greater availability of printed matter

(although the masses were still illiterate).

Nineteenth century artists experimented with varying

images of man and nature with different stylistic results.

Among the prominent movements were neoclassicism, romanti-

cism, realism, naturalism, and impressionism.5 The most

significant development was probably the French impressionism

of Manet, Degas, Monet, Renoir and the sculptor Rodin. The

artists set up their easels in the open air, focused their

attention on effects of light and atmosphere and painted

what they saw in prism colors.6 Debussy was closely associ-

ated with these impressionists and carried the movement into

the field of music.

The dance during the nineteenth century shows a startling

change. The new bourgeois class did not enjoy the geometric

figures and stylized steps of the gentry. They sought exu-

berant release of youthful energy and desired communal fes-

tivity. The favorite dance of the age was the waltz, which

5Helen Gardner, Art Through the Ages (New York, 1959),
p. 650.

6Robert Maillard, editor, Tudor History of Painting
(New York, 1961), p. 245.
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evolved from the German Lndler which had long existed in

southern Germany.7 In previous centuries the couple dance

had required art and discipline, and the choral had allowed

freedom and primitivism, giving release and recreation.

The rise of individualism in the nineteenth century raised

the couple dance to the leading position and allowed the

communal dance to lose favor. The waltz was performed in

many variations from wild whirling in close positions to

floating lightly in ecstacy. Because it was often danced in

a very lascivious manner, the waltz was banned in several

countries and was still prohibited in the court balls of the

German imperial house during the reign of Wilhelm II. For

the first time in centuries a dance conquered the world with-

out the sanction of courts or dancing masters,8 a triumph of

individualism, emotionalism and nationalism.

The nineteenth century was a particularly fecund era in

the development of music. The aspects of romanticism exhib-

ited in the other arts also are apparent in music. Individ-

ualism is evinced in the diversity of styles and forms, richer

instrumentation, and the rise of virtuosity. Emotional ex-

pression is exhibited generally in all nineteenth century

music. Melodies are less regular in phraseology than in the

classic era and are more full of personal feeling. Harmonically

7 Curt Sachs, World History of the Dance (New York, 1937),
p. 429.

8Ibid., p. 431.
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new chords and progressions are used. There is freer use of

chromaticism and modulation.

Nineteenth century musical expansion includes rapid de-

velopment in the operatic medium, paralleling the rise of

nationalism. Russia became one of the group of prominent

musical nations. Under Catherine the Great (reigned 1762-96)

St. Petersburg was a cosmopolitan center for opera; however,

Russian composers employed foreign texts and style. During

the early nineteenth century a struggle originated between

opposing groups, one wishing Russian music to develop along

lines of European style and the other desiring a unique

national type.9 Operas of each variety were written. Lead-

ing composers of nineteenth century Russian opera were

Moussorgsky, Borodin, Tschaikovsky, Rimsky-Korsakov.

During the nineteenth century, French opera shows the

effect of Revolutionary ideas, larger bourgeois audiences,

and intensification of emotion during the long period of

national excitement.10 Opera comigue developed toward two

styles, one an operetta type and the other a lyric type.

Grand opera became spectacular featuring huge massed choruses,

ballets, heroic or historic subjects, and situations of super-

natural versus human characters. French composers of the

latter half of the century wrote lyric operas exhibiting

9 D. J. Grout, A Short History of Opera (New York, 1965),
p. 460.

10Ibid., P. 308.
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tender sentiment, refinement of style, good declamation, and

no great climaxes of passion. Favorite French operas of the

nineteenth century are works of Meyerbeer, Gounod, Thomas, and

Massenet.

In Germany a truly national opera came into existence in

the nineteenth century. Beethoven and Weber were principal

composers of this romantic style opera. Clearly showing each

of the aspects of romanticism, German opera evolved culmi-

nating in the world-wide triumph of the music-dramas of

Richard Wagner.11 Characteristics of the music-dramas of

Wagner include the fusion of the arts in a very complex work;

a libretto usually based on legend, mythology or folklore

carefully written by Wagner and wedded to the music; a con-

tinuous flow of sound; and the use of leitmotifs (themes) to

clarify the drama and permit development symphonically. The

orchestra is very important, employing complete choirs of

instruments. The music is highly chromatic, modulates freely

and is sometimes contrapuntal. German opera reached its

greatest development in these masterpieces.

English and American music was mostly eclipsed by the

other nations.

Italy's greatest contribution to nineteenth century music

was through the medium of opera. Certain deep-rooted Italian

traits have remained constant throughout the musical history

llIbid., p. 375.



of that nation--a profound feeling that melody is the essence

of music, a preference for the solo or individual artist,'12

a direct and overt display of emotion, and a sense of theat-

rical effectiveness. These aspects as well as the charac-

teristics of romanticism are clearly manifest in Italian

operas of the nineteenth century. The operas of Rossini,

Bellini, Donizetti, and Verdi are the most representative.

Rossini (1792-1868) enjoyed a meteoric career beginning

with the production of his first operas in 1812. Others

followed swiftly, including his most famous, Il barbiere di

Siviglia (1816 ).

Very few composers have equaled Rossini in
rhythmic elan and sheer tunefulness. . . .
CRossinian melodies] seem to gather up in
themselves the whole national genius for pure
vocal melody' as the elemental mode of musical
expression.T3

Donizetti (1797-1848) composed an incredible quantity of

music, his seventy-three operas being only a fraction of his

total output. Ltelisir d'amore and Lucia di Lammermoor con-

tinue to retain a prominent place in the present day reper-

toire. The most popular of Donizettits operas composed for

the theaters in Paris were La Fille du regiment and La

Favorite. Don Pasquale, an opera buffa, is a masterpiece of

nineteenth century comic opera. Donizetti at his best has a

primitive dramatic power and melodies with robust swing and

catchy rhythm.14

12Ibid., p. 34., 13Ibi~d. , P. 353.0 14Ibid., P. 3590
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Bellini (1801-1835), when he died at thirty-four, left

nine operas, each carefully composed, striving for perfection.

Bellini's melodies are of incomparable elegance, evolving in

long lines of pure bel canto. "The whole drama is concentrated

in melody to a degree surpassing even Rossini, Donizetti, and

Verdi."'5 Bellini's European fame began with the production

of La Sonnambula and the masterwork Norma at Milan in 1831.

His last opera, I puritani, was written for Paris and per-

formed there in 1835.

Italian opera during the last half of the nineteenth

century is dominated by the giant, Giuseppe Verdi (1818-l9Ol).

Grout says of Verdi,

An Italian of the Italians, faithful to the
instincts of his race, a clear-sighted and indom-
itable artist, he maintained almost singlehanded the
cause of Italian opera against the tide of enthusiasm
for Wagner and in the end vindicated the tradition of
Scarlatti and Rossini alongside that of Keiser and
Weber. The old struggle between Latin and German,
southern and northern music in opera--the singer
against the orchestra, melody against polyphony,
simplicity against complexity--was incarnate in the
nineteenth century in the works of Verdi and Wagner,
who represented the two ideals in all their irrecon-
cilable perfection.

Verdi brought a new sophistication to Italian opera in

his later works, Otello (1887) and Falstaff (1893). Rigo-

letto (1851), Il Trovatore (1853), and La Traviata (1853)

represent the acme of his composition in the more traditional

Italian style. These works evince many early elements of

16Ibid., p. 362.15Ibid., P. 360.
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verismo which were exploited in later operas of Italian

verists.

Verdi ts uniqueness lies in the elemental masculinity

of his whole art. A spouting volcano, the eruptions of his

genius--his terribilit --link him with artists of such mag-

nitude as Michelangelo, Shakespeare and Beethoven. Moreover,

Verdi was a product of the risorgimento, that awakening in

the national spirit which inspired Italy to fight for polit-

ical freedom and unity, realizing at long last the dream

dreamt three centuries before by Michiavelli. Verdi himself

was a spiritual fighter for those national ideals, and the

man and his aspirations are clearly reflected in his art, in

its tragic heroism, its ideals of justice, truth, family

bonds, patriotism and loyalty of man to man. Such artists

as Verdi are rare phenomena and can have no real successors.1 7

17Mosco Carner, Puccini (New York, 1959), p. 232.



CHAPTER II

NINETEENTH CENTURY VERISMO

The term verismo is an Italian noun meaning "realism."

It stems from the Latin noun veritas, meaning "truth." The

English equivalent is verism. The term is frequently used

to identify a movement which occurred in art, literature,

music, and dance in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries. There is great disparity in the descriptions of

verismo. Definitions of the veristic movement in latest

available editions of Webster's Dictionary,1 Grove's Dic-

tionary of Music and Musicians,2 and Harvard Dictionary of

Music3 include such adjectives as realistic, impressionistic,

naturalistic, ugly, vulgar, sensational, everyday, and ob-

jective. It is difficult to understand how the same work of

art could be realistic, impressionistic and naturalistic.

"Ugly" and "vulgar" must be subjectively interpreted. There

is also a difference between the definitions of verismo in

late editions and the same works in earlier editions.

1 "Verism," Webster's New International Dictionary of the
English Language, 2d edition, unabridged (Springfield, 196U).

2 Eric Blom, editor, "Verismo," Grove's Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 5th ed., Vol. VIII (New York, 19551F

3
Willi Apel "Verismo," Harvard Dictionary __ Music

(Cambridge, 1964$.

11
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The movement of realism in literature began early in the

nineteenth century with such writers as Fielding, Dostoevsky,

Balzac, Twain, de Maupassant. By the late nineteenth century,

the movement had developed particularly in works of Flaubert,

Zola, Tolstoi, Eliot, James and Verga. These writers seemed

determined to depict life with complete honesty, to revolt

against the emotional and stylistic excesses of the romantic

era. They often dwelled upon the trivial, commonplace, sordid,

or brutal aspects of life.4

Naturalism is a movement which is similar to realism.

In literature it is generally considered to be an extension

of realism. Naturalism strives to be objective. It is photo-

graphic in style as opposed to an artist's sketch. George

Saintsbury,5 a critic vehemently opposed to the naturalists,

says that he finds naturalistic writing very dull except when

alluding to vice or crime,which has a morbid interest for most

readers. He adds that to mention the unmentionable is the aim

of this cult.6

In the world of art the movements of realism, naturalism,

and verism also existed during the latter part of the nine-

teenth century. In art the meaning of realism is twofold.

4 Calvin S. Brown, editor, The Reader's Companion to Lit-
erature (New York, 1956), p. 37HY

5 George Saintsbury (1845-1933), English author and critic.
Educated at Oxford. Lived and wrote in London.

6 Clarence L. Barnhart, editor, The New Century Handbook
of English Literature (New York, 1956) TP. 804.
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It is the representation of real subjects which actually exist

as opposed to idealistic construction of the perfect types of

these subjects. It also means forbidding the reproduction of

anything that requires interpretation or exercise of the in-

telligence. Verismo or verism is the Italian branch of realism

in art. It endeavored to present reality with complete dis-

regard for aesthetic beauty.7

In the world of the dance, the movement comparable to

realism in the other arts has been the refuting of the stylized

steps of the ballet, the rise of dances which interpret emo-

tions freely, yet include the classic love of form. The dancers

of this realistic era build their art on the happy conscious-

ness of the body. The expressions of their dances are as

manifold as the temperaments of the dancers--serious and gay,

stately and playful, earthbound and heaven-storming, simple

and grotesque, crude and refined, human and demoniacal. These

moods, spiritual states, and dispositions are shown with the

greatest economy of means.8

In music, the term verismo usually refers to a realistic

or naturalistic movement in Italian operas of the late nine-

teenth century. From the dawn of Italian opera four features

have been manifested--umanita (humanism), sincerity (sincer-

ity), passione (passion), effetto (not only theatrical effect

7 JulesAdeline, The Adeline Art Dictionary (New York,
1966), p. 448.

Curt Sachs, World History of the Dance (New York, 1937),
p. 447.
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but the supreme dramatic moment).9  Verismo is an extension

of true Italian opera and reflects the realistic movement in

the other arts.

The word "naturalism" and the related word
"realism," however useful they may be in the study
of literature or the graphic arts, are exceedingly
vague when applied to music. Unless they refer to
the unimportant practice of imitating everyday sounds
by voices or instruments . . . (as for example, the
bleating of sheep in Strauss's Don Quixote), it is
difficult to see what meaning they can have that is
related to the music itself. What some writers call
"realistic" or "naturalistic" music is simply, in
effect, a certain kind of program music; the realism
is deduced not from the music but from an extra-
musical fact (such as a title) about the composition
in question. When we speak of realistic or natural-
istic opera, therefore, we have reference primarily
to the libretto; we mean that the opera presents
persons, scenes, events and conversations that are
recognizably similar to the common daily experience
of its audience, and that these things are treated
seriously, as becomes matters of real moment, not
with persiflage or fantasy as in an operetta.1 0

Verismo is defined in Webster's dictionary as an Italian

noun meaning "verism," originally propounded and developed in

Italy. Verism is the theory that in art and literature the

ugly and vulgar have their place on the grounds of truth and

aesthetic value.11 Rinaldi relates that it is the opinion of

many that in literature only the repulsive is truth. Verismo

means truth and reality. All truth must be expressed, even

9Carner, op. cit., p. 234.

1 0Grout, op. cit., p. 436.

11 "Verism," Webster's Dictionary, op. cit.
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beauty and love.12  Because music is abstract, an expression

of the soul, it is impossible to identify it as being veristic

without the addition of text. Verismo is not a school in

itself, it is a method or tendency.13

The paramount feature of verismo in opera is excess, the

uninhibited inflation of every dramatic and emotional moment.1 4

"The action of the veristic operas takes place as in an atmos-

phere from which the nitrogen has been withdrawn, so that

everything burns with a fierce, unnatural flame, and moreover

quickly burns out."1 5 The movement of verismo was also quickly

exhausted, beginning in 1890 and being almost dead, as a method

of composing, by the turn of the century. However, reflections

are still seen in some present day operas.

Some of the chief characteristics of veristic operas in-

clude the use of characters and scenes from common life, often

true stories of real people; presentation of vivid, melodramatic

plots without concern for a general significance; arousing sen-

sation by violent contrasts; expressing intense passion through

melodic or declamatory phrases of the solo voices; the use of

the orchestra for sensational effect; establishing moods which

are quickly destroyed; arranging climaxes in swift succession.16

1 2 Mario Rinaldi, Musica e verismo (Roma, 1932), p. 11.

13Ibid., p. 13.

14Carner, op. cit., p. 242.

15Grout, _op. cit., p. 440. 16Ibid.



CHAPTER III

VERISMO OPERAS: CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA AND PAGLIACCI

A certain realism has always been present in Italian art

and is a trait of the Italian national character. Stories

and characters from low life are the source material for

Boccaccio's Decameron and the novellieri of the Renaissance

as they are for the commedia dell'arte and opera buffa. Never

have characters writhed in such utter gloom or greater parox-

ysms of passion and suffering than those of Dante in the

Inferno of his Divine Comedy.

Rinaldi expostulates in defense of the verists of late

nineteenth century Italian opera, "Everyone admits that music

and art should paint a picture of life, but who can do it?"1

Enemies of Mascagni did him an injustice by publicizing only

the first part of Verdits reaction as he read Cavalleria for

the first time. He is reported to have said, "Stop this kind

of thing!" closing the book in anger. But he returned later

to complete it. The next morning Verdi wrote to Tebaldi,

I was awake until late at night because I can-
not deny that Cavalleria had given me a tremendous
impression. There was a sincerity in those notes.
The opera, I just love it. Every time I turned a
page I felt that this young composer will go far.
Cavalleria has all the elements of success.2

1Rinaldi, op. cit., p. 47. 2lbid., p. 25.

16
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Despite wide disagreement regarding the movement of

verismo, certain works emerge as representative. Lists pur-

porting to enumerate operas which typify verismo invariably

include Cavalleria Rusticana (Rustic Chivalry) by Pietro

Mascagni (1863-1945) and Pagliacci (Clowns) by Ruggiero

Leoncavallo (1858-1919). Cavalleria Rusticana was premiered

in 1890 and Pagliacci in 1892. These operas, now usually

given as a double bill, are classics of verismo.3

At the time of publication of these operas, each com-

poser was a struggling, young, relatively unknown Italian

composer. Mascagni wrote Cavalleria in order to enter a con-

test sponsored by an Italian publisher, Edoardo Sonzogno. From

seventy-three entries, Cavalleria was one of three winners.

Leoncavallo, frankly observing the popularity of Cavalleria,

determined to try operatic composition again. He wrote

libretto and music for Pagliacci and sold it to the same

publisher.4 Each opera was instantaneously successful,

assuring production outside Italy.

Cavalleria Rusticana and Pagliacci evince the character-

istics of verismo listed in Chapter II.

The two operas contain similarities of plot and form.

In each the action takes place on an important church holiday

3 Grout, p. ct., p. 440.

4 Ruggiero Leoncavallo, "How I Wrote Pagliacci,1" The
North American Review, CLXXV (November, 1902), 654.



in southern Italy in the last half of the nineteenth century.

Each opera is divided into two parts separated by an orchestral

interlude. Each is introduced by orchestral prelude and a male

solo. In both a devoted husband is unaware that the wife

deceives him with a lover. A fourth person having reason to

hate the unfaithful wife because of jealousy reveals the truth

to her husband as the first part of the work comes to a close.

In each the second section begins gaily. With the appearance

of the husband, the action quickens. Before the final curtain

falls, the lover has been killed by the furious husband.

Astonishingly, the musical and dramatic treatment of each of

these operas is so different that although they are often

presented as a double bill, the similarities are not apparent;

indeed the spectator in the opera house may be completely un-

aware of them.5

The libretto of Cavalleria Rusticana was taken by

Giovanni Targioni-Tozzetti and Guido Menasci from a one-act

play by the Italian verist, Giovanni Verga. The plot was

supposedly founded in fact, being based on a story from a

collection of tales (Vita dei campi) about lives of Sicilian

peasants which Verga had published earlier. The play had

been gratefully received by Italian audiences, translated

into French and presented unsuccessfully in Paris.6

5Boris Goldovsky, Accents on Opera (New York, 1953), p. 49.

6 Philip Hale, Cavalleria Rusticana (New York, 1891), In-
troduction.
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Mascagni opens the opera with an orchestral prelude which

frames the "Siciliana" of Turridu sung behind the closed cur-

tain. The body of the opera begins with the ringing of church

bells. The peasants sing a flowing melody. A mood of well-

being and springtime joy is created. It is shattered by a

very dramatic recitative between Santuzza and Lucia in which

Santuzza reveals the fact that she is excommunicated from the

church. Alfio, Lola's husband arrives. He drives a cart and

horse and cracks his whip as he sings of the joy of his pro-

fession and praises his faithful wife Lola. In the first

stanza of his song the orchestral accompaniment is set in a

regular rhythm, the accents both musical and textual falling

normally on the first beat of the measure as Alfio extols his

profession.

Il ea -val .. lo scal-pi-ta,
Horse and wag -on dash a - long,

Fig. 1--Cavalleria Rusticana (arrival of Alfio)

During the second stanza, as Alfio praises Lola, the

rhythms are offset causing a syncopated jerkiness as if
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showing that something is amiss concerning the relationship

of Alfio and his wife.

Andante nt.

Ma - spettaa ca sa Lo-la Che M
My Lo -1a is a treas-ure, Our

Fig. 2--Cavalleria Rusticana (arrival of Alfio)

The scenes continue to unfold rapidly, constantly con-

trasting moods. A church scene, presenting the peaceful idea

of Easter worshipers with sweeping melodies and large sonorous

effects, alternates with the drama of the tangled lives of

the leading characters. Lola and Santuzza exchange bitter,

sarcastic words. Lola enters the church. Santuzza begs

Turridu to return to her. As the climax continuously builds,

Mascagni adds force by combining the two solo voices singing

the melody in unison, strongly supported by the orchestra.

(See Figure 3, page 21.)

The fever pitch is reached as Turridu throws Santuzza

down and enters the church. The orchestra plays fortissimo

a two octave ascending chromatic run and holds a tremulo in

the strings while Santuzza shouts a curse on Turridu. (See

Figure 4, page 21.)
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.. (con suprena passione.)

no! Tu rid - dii, ri ma-ni, ri -lma -i aii
Dear Tu - rid - du! Oh, do not for - sake me, I

Pen tir si e va - no do-po I'o:

tell you that noth - ing will make me for

Maestoso

Fig. 3--Cavalleria Rusticana (duet, Santuzza and Turridu)

A L , SANTUZZA.
U theheig At of axger.) (quusi parlato.)

apiacere-.L - L

A te la ma - la P-squa
My curse on you, Tu rid - du!

ITT- _ _ -

cot canto.

Fig. 4--Cavalleria Rusticana (the curse)

Another fierce climax is generated when Santuzza tells

Alfio that Turridu has left her for Lola. Alfio sings for-

tissimo angrily swearing vengeance, musically strengthened by

Santuzza's equally intense cries of anguish.

toow
L00OA0000 f00OLO*J Toooloowj 00000I W;Oooooj
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SANTUZZA.

n- fa- mejo son c e vi par lai co S1.
I know it's sin - ful that I spoke like this.

80 - DO.

told m.e

(prorompendo.)

ALFIO. (suddenly.) ( 20.)
AL --0-

In-fa - mi lo ro, ad es- -si non per.
They have be - trayed me! They'll pay for my dis

Fig. 5--Cavalleria Rusticana (duet, Santuzza and Alfio)

Turridu ts farewell to his mother is another high point

dramatically. It is set against high divided strings with

tremulo. He calls, "Mama," twice separated by ten measures

of continuous tremulo which serve to heighten the intensity.

An atmosphere of sorrow and fateful doom and the electric

feeling of the calm before the storm is unmistakable.

-14 -i i -- 4. 44
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Allegro giusto.(4 =112.) TURIDDU.

KA

Mam - ma,
Main- ma,

Fig. 6--Cavalleria Rusticana (Turridu's farewell)

Leoncavallo wrote the libretto for Pagliacci from events

which actually took place in Calabria when his father was

presiding judge of the Court of Justice at Cosenza. Later,

the French playwright, Catulle Mendes, accused the composer

of stealing the story from him, even securing a legal injunc-

tion to stop a performance. VWhen the facts of the case,

which was a matter of public record, were related to Mendes,

he dropped the suit. Leoncavallo considered it to be a

unique twist of fate that the protagonist of Pagliacci was

still alive and having been released from prison would have

been willing to come and testify. "i regret that this did

not happen, as we should have had a very dramatic scene dur-

ing the evidence of poor Alessandro (the real name of my

Canio) when he was relating his crime, his jealous fury and

his sufferings! "7

7Leoncavallo, .c cdo, p . 654.
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Pagliacci is a cleverly contrived composition concerning

itinerant actors, their lives and their little play within a

play. The crux of the drama is the contrasting of the real

lives of the characters with their roles as performers of the

play. It is the constant juxtaposition of theatrical pretense

with real feelings, of artificiality with sincerity, which

provides interest and quick changes of mood heightening the

effect of the reality. Demarcation between the two worlds

is accomplished chiefly through the orchestra. A small en-

semble playing eighteenth century dance forms, the gavotte

and the minuet, or light, strongly accented tunes using grace

notes, stacatto and pizzicato, accompanies the theatrical

plane. A full orchestra accompanies that which represents

reality. Music contemporaneous of the nineteenth century

utilizing flowing melody, sustained accompaniment, richer

harmonic texture, special effects such as tremulo in the

strings and climaxes accented by long chromatic runs, makes

delineation clear.

In the prologue Tonio, one of the clowns, tells the

audience that what they will see is real, a "slice of life."

Onstage Canio, another clown, Nedda's husband, is adver-

tising the play to the villagers. He wears his clown costume

and speaks of the hilarious situation which develops in the

play when the wife is caught with a lover. As Canio sings,

he is accompanied by the small ensemble and the lilting tune.
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Andantino sostenuto assai (4::oo)
moito rilMatO (pointing at the theatre)

se las-s'UPa -gliac - cio sor-pren
For if up there P4 - gliac - iphis la -

0A Wj

ON W

/ UW ___; U #3 -4v

Fig. 7--Pagliacci, Act I, scene 1

When the villagers jokingly warn him to be careful that

the other clown doesn't make love to Nedda, he suddenly be-

comes the man, not the clown. The full orchestra plays sus-

tained, emotion laden phrases as Canio sings.

Tempo I (resuming his sarcastic tone)

Un tal gio - co, ore - de - te - m i, e me-glio non gi
That's a game there, you take my word, 'Twere bet-ter not tc

I
18934

Fig. S--Pagliacci, Act 1, scene 1

I
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The contrast of the real and the theatrical worlds also

occurs in Nedda's duet with Tonio, for it is true that Tonio

wishes to embrace Nedda. His pleas are those of a lonely,

deformed man, not an actor.

Cantabile sostenuto (4n o

ben -che dif- for-me, con-tor- to son i - o; che
know I am ug - ly, de-formed and un-gain-ly, That

do .2

Fig. 9--Pagliacci, Act I, scene 2.

Nedda refuses him caustically, telling him to play the

fool on the stage. Her reply is heard over the melodic

figure which accompanies Tonio in the play in the second

act. Tonio's pleading and Nedda's rebuff are combined, sup-

ported by the small ensemble playing the melody from the

play.
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Fa cen- do le smor - fie
Till you shall be act - ing

3
T m. M C SW

Non sai tu che pian - to mispreme1l d o -lo
Know'st not that my weep - ing my sor - rowdoth pr

Fig. lO--Pagliacci, Act I, scene 2.

A brutal climax is reached at the conclusion of this

duet as Nedda repulses Tonio, cutting him with a whip.

Leoncavallo makes use of several themes or motives to

strengthen the drama. One which recurs many times is a

short theme about two measures in length, a tender, feminine

phrase using triplets, which appears when the love of Nedda

and Silvio is mentioned.

con abbandono

7,.J

Fig. ll--Pagliacci, Act I, scene 3.
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Tempo di Gavotta(Je
con molla eleganza ___L-_K7

The same theme is especially effective heard in the

second act as Nedda sings of her allegiance to Silvio and

refuses to devulge his name to the infuriated Canio.

As the action of the little play begins to disintegrate

and evolve into true, passionate feelings, Nedda tries des-

perately to calm Canio and resume the play. As Nedda sings,

the gavotte again sounds in the ensemble.

da kamor mio, che splen-di- da ce- net - ta. pre - pa-
look, dear love, and no-tice, please, how fine a feast Ive

Sp legg. ed elegance

Fig. 12---Pagliacci, Act II, scene 2.

Canios realistic passion takes control. The orchestra

pours violence in a long ascending chromatic run. The voice

of Canio breaks through almost shouting.

t4 4

4
L
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(laughter in the cotwd, immediately checked by Cano'A appearane) violent
Canio

1101 Ahl

Fig. 13--Pagliacci, Act II, final scene.

Cavalleria Rusticana and Pagliacci display poignantly

the basic elements of verismo. Both operas are based upon

scenes from common life, using true stories of real people.

Each is a melodrama in concentrated form including no causal

or rational reflections upon the action. Each opera arouses

sensation by violent contrast. Cavalleria sharply contrasts

either serene or gay moods with situations of violence or

surprise. Pagliacci contrasts the two worlds of the charac-

ters, that of the real persons and the commedians. The two

operas express intense passion through melodic changes in-

cluding smooth, long passages alternating with explosive,

vehement declamations which are sometimes shouted. In

Cavalleria the orchestra provides variety alternating from

large sonorous effects of full orchestra plus organ to very

sparsely accompanied recitative and producing sensational
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effects by use of such devices as the sudden contrast in

dynamic level and long chromatic runs. The orchestral accom-

paniment in Pagliacci includes the techniques used in

Cavalleria plus the aural contrast between full orchestra

and small ensemble used in establishing the demarcation be-

tween the real and theatrical lives of the characters. Each

opera includes the establishing of moods which are quickly

destroyed. Evidence of this element of verismo is the scene

from Cavalleria which contrasts the Easter worshipers with

violent duets involving curses. The last scene of Pagliacci

shows the contrast of theatrical effect and reality which

seems more violent heard juxtaposed with comedy.

Despite the excessive number of musical and dramatic

climaxes, each composer builds and sustains emotional reac-

tion which reaches the apogee at the conclusion of the last

scene in each opera. Brutal action including onstage murders

and anguished cries of onlookers add intensity.

While these characteristics were taken to a more extreme

and intense degree during this veristic period, they are

clearly discernable as a few of the many facets of Verdi's

style magnified by overstatement.



CHAPTER IV

ELEMENTS OF VERISMO IN RIGOLETTO, IL TROVATORE

AND LA TRAVIATA

The operas of Verdi reach the very brink of verismo which

erupted a generation later with shocking violence.1 To a great

extent the musical aspect of verismo was a hypertrophic growth

of features of the Verdian style. The elements of verismo

manifest in the operas of Verdi are most apparent in the works

which crown his achievement in the realm of purely Italian

opera: Rigoletto, Il Trovatore and La Traviata. The veristic

shout was already anticipated in the tremendous vocal expres-

sions Verdi utilized. The full orchestra often supported with

force. Brass was used in prominence. There were violent

contrasts between fortissimo and pianissimo.2 Verdi set moods

which were quickly shattered. Melodramatic plots based on

real events concerning real people were among his subjects.

Mascagni called Verdi the last, in chronological order,

of the four great melodramatic composers of the nineteenth

century.3 Verdi admits that he is a realist. In a letter to

lDyneley Hussey, Verdi (New York, 1962), p. 95.

2Mosco Carner, op. cit., p. 242.
3 Pietro Mascagni, "Tribute to Verdi," The International

Monthly, III (April, 1901), 437. (Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti,
Verdi)

31
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Recordi in 1880 he says, "Ah, progress, science, realism!

. . .Shakespeare was a realist too, but he did not know it.

He was a realist by inspiration, we are realists by design,

by calculation. "4

Verdi was also a tireless patriot who fought for Italian

liberty without firing guns. His third opera, Nabucco, was

marvelously received. It was appreciated for its own merit,

particularly for the beautiful chorus of the Hebrews in cap-

tivity.5 This melody became indentified in the minds of the

Italians with the risorgimento, their movement for independence

from Austria. Thus Verdi's career received added impetus by

the association of his music with liberty.

Rigoletto

Rigoletto is the seventeenth of Verdi's twenty-eight

operas, the first to bring him international fame. Written

in 1851, based on an adaptation by Francesco Piave of Victor

Hugo's Le Roi s'amuse, it was attacked by censorship and

grudgingly allowed production only after various changes were

made. Perhaps the ruling Austrians were leary of the man

whose name had become a rallying cry of Italian patriots.

The licentious monarch of Verdi's opera too closely resembled

those in power. Verdi steadfastly refused to change the ruler

4Carner, op. cit., p. 238.

5 Frank Walker, The Man Verdi (New York, 1962), p. 35.
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into a commoner. He was made a duke and the title of La

Maledizione became Rigoletto. Other less objectionable fea-

tures were altered or permitted to remain.

Rigoletto abounds in the violent dramatic situations,

brutal horror, stirring climaxes and quick contrasts of mood

which anticipate verismo. The orchestral prelude begins

with the fateful phrase Rigoletto sings whenever he remembers

the curse. The treatment varies. It is couched in the minor

mode sometimes remaining in minor, or resolving to major. It

may be partially unaccompanied, supported by full orchestra

fortissimo, or softly joined with tremulo strings in high

octaves growing to full orchestra fortissimo. The phrase

begins with a dotted rhythmic pattern with the short note

first (ti. ). This is repeated three times and concluded with

a note of longer duration. The phrase is sometimes extended

with notes of longer duration.

Iriu~ 's & Trf oI s

Fig. 14--Rigoletto, Act I

A figure, primarily rhythmic (a short upbeat followed by

a longer note, a rest, and repetition of the figure), depicts
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the working of the curse.6 Of the four times the curtain

closes during the opera, three are to the accompaniment of

the impressive motive. It is heard at the end of Act I after

a descending bass figure which depicts the working of the

malediction.

Ewnd of Act I

Fig. 15--Rigoletto, Act I

The figure again appears at the conclusion of Act II

when Rigoletto realizes that he has assisted in abducting his

own daughter.

End of Act I.

Fig. 16--Rigoletto, Act II

6 Goldovsky, . cit., p. 220.

IL

FA

1es K
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The motive recurs at the end of the opera when the curse

has been fulfilled.

End of the Opera.

Fig. 17--Rigoletto, Act III

The tortured character of the hunchback, Rigoletto, pre-

sented a rich subject for portrayal because of his personality

of many facets. His twisted, complex nature matches the

ironic twists of the miserable situation. As jester, Rigoletto

mo cks a fathers (Monterone ) conc ern f or his daughter . This

brings the father's curse down upon Rigolettot s head and even-

tually causes the destruction of his own daughter (Gilda).

In the second scene of the first act the fear of the curse

remains in Rigoletto's mind. He voices his thoughts, "Quel

vecchio maledivami!" ("That old man cursed me l").

488 (Quel vecchio ma- Le - di - va - ml!)
(He laid a father's curse on me!)

Fig. l--Rigoletto, Act I1
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Rigoletto's tender love and concern for his daughter wells

up in their duet and reaches a climax in his loving instruc-

tions to the duenna to watch over his precious Gilda. The

drama is heightened as his theme is interrupted as he hears

the footsteps of the duke outside.

don - ha, que-to -fio - reche te pu - ro con-.fi... Al - cun v'c
pray- theeo'er this flow er In its in - nocencecon- Some one's wi

Fig. 19---Rigoletto, Act I

The second duet between father and daughter begins with

Gilda's sad confession that she had secretly seen and fallen

in love with the duke before being brought to his palace.

She says that although he has betrayed her, she loves him

still. Rigoletto sings, "Si, vendetta"! ("Yes, vengeance").

The excitement is achieved not only by the vigorous rhythm,

but by a dev ice Verdi often uses in duets with voices of

different range, this time the soprano and baritone. In

order that each voice may sing the same melody in the most

effective part of the voice, the key is changed. This is

particularly effective when moving from the lower to the

higher key without modulation. First Rigoletto sings in A flat.
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(mpetuously) (to the portrait)

Si, von- det - tatre-men - da ven-det - ta
Yes my- ven - eancefierce hath dooindithee,

-4-

Fig. 20-- Rigoletto, Act II

Gilda repeats the melody immediately in D flat, key of

the sub-dominant.

miO pa - - dre, qual gio - - ia Fe -
Oh my- fi - - thor a joyfe

Fig. 21--Rigoletto, Act II

The last act is a perfectly planned unit, complete in

detail.

. . . in the last act of Rigoletto the sordid ren-
dezvous and the dark stormy night are delineated
with unmistakable sureness in music that is all the
more powerful for its economy of means. By the
creation of this atmosphere, whose bloom is deepened
by the contrast of the duke's frivolous love-making,
a sense of impending doom is established that lifts
the scene out of its squalid setting on to a plane



of poetic tragedy. Although we are taken to the

very brink of the verismo which was a generation
later to reduce Italian opera to the level of a
sixpenny shocker, there is no falling into the
abyss. 7

Contrast is added by the careful sketching of each

character. Gilda's pure love, the comic touch when Sparafucile

is affronted at his sister's suggestion that he double-cross

his customer, Rigoletto's fierce vengeance, the libertine duke,

the worldly Maddalena--each contributes to the effect. The

attraction which women feel for the duke serves in a double

way to save his life. Maddalena pleads tearfully that her

brother spare the duke and Gilda sacrifices her life for him.

The genius of the last act is the strength of the music.

The gloom deepens as the act proceeds. Contrasts between char-

acters, moods, dynamic levels continue. The intimate little

conversation of Gilda and Rigoletto which is sparsely accom-

panied by only a few chords and the bright tenor aria, "La

donna e mobile" ("Woman is fickle"), of the duke precedes the

quartet in which each character expresses his own feeling.

The quiet before the storm comes as Rigoletto and Gilda have

another small conversation which this time is completely un-

accompanied. Suspense is generated through the open spacing

and sustaining of a D major triad from which the third is

omitted, though it appears occasionally in the vocal line.

It is heard constantly for twelve measures during the grisly

7 Hussey, 2_. cit., p. 95.
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conference between Rigoletto and Sparafucile, and again for

four measures while the duke, Sparafucile and Maddalena con-

verse. The lightening appears (represented by a piccolo

arpeggio). Thunder is heard (rolling of tympani). The

eerie effect is heightened by the humming of an offstage

chorus representing the wind. (Although Debussy and Delius

are commonly given credit for originating the use of voices

for color, Verdi has used the technique for creating atmos-

phere before either man was born.)

A TENOR.

(Behind the scenesunming with closed mouthlv --

BAAOL

ightning) (thunder)

Fig. 22--Rigoletto, Act III

The agonizing climaxes follow in swift succession. The

loudest is the fury of the storm as Gilda is being murdered.

Gradually the storm subsides. The clock strikes twelve as

Rigoletto awaits Sparafucile with the sack containing the

body. After the shock of hearing the voice of the duke as

he sings again phrases of "La donna e mobile," another climax
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is developed when Rigoletto discovers the body of Gilda. The

dynamic level rapidly changes from piano to fortissimo and

back to pianissimo. A despairing duet concludes the opera as

Gilda asks forgiveness and sings of heaven and her mother

while Rigoletto, heart-broken, begs her not to leave him. He

sings the phrase reminiscent of the malediction. The figure

signifying the working of the curse is heard in the orchestra

as the curtain closes.

Rigoletto.

-

lil 41 

FII --

Ah! ah! ah! la ma - le - di
Ah ah! ah! twas a fa - their

(faints)

zio - - . - - - - - ne!
cursed.. -mC!

Fig. 23--Rigoletto, Act III

Il Trovatore

Il Trovatore (The Troubadour), eighteenth of Verdi's

twenty-eight operas, was first performed in Rome in 1853.

The libretto was written by Salvatore Cammarato from the

Spanish play, El Trovador, by Gutierrez. The characters

were drawn from real life. The background of El Trovador

was the rebellion waged early in the fifteenth century by

the Count of Urgel, strongest of the claimants to the throne

of Aragon, against Alfonso V. The names and particular's
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regarding the troubadour Manrique who championed the Count's

claim, the Aragonese noblewoman Leonor di Sese for whom he

cherished a passion, and the general from the Aragonese

village whOse genealogy included a lost brother were found

in the archives of Saragossa. Azucena alone was absent,

possibly because her type was legion in fifteenth century

Aragon. Gutierrez wrote in the gypsy only in order to add

the theme of vengeance to that of unhappy love and thereby

heighten the violence of the play. To Verdi, the clash be-

tween Azucena's fierce maternal devotion and fiercer hatred

was the crux of the drama.8

Verdi's letters show his persistent interest in this

play, although he had doubts as to whether the drama could

be successfully transformed into opera. In April, 1851,

Verdi wrote to Cammarto saying that if the subject could not

be handled with all the novelty and bizarre quality of the

play, it had best be given up. Verdi had good cause for

hesitation.9 The job of reducing the complex series of

plots and sub-plots set against the background of one of

the many Spanish civil wars meant compressing the mass of

material into a series of violently dramatic scenes, in which

coincidence is more evident than causation. Bernard Shaw

Kathleen Hoover, Makers of Opera (New York, 1948),
p. 147.

9 George Martin, Verdi, His Music, Life and Times (New
York, 1963), p. 291.

W.W
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believes Il Trovatore to be unique, even among the works of

its own composer and its own country.

It has tragic power, poignant melancholy,
impetuous vigor, and a sweet and intense pathos
that never loses its dignity. It is swift in
action, and perfectly homogenous in atmosphere
and feeling. It is absolutely void of intellectual
interest: the appeal i~oto the instincts and to
the senses all through.

Sixteen years earlier Shaw stated that Verdi, being

stronger and more singly dramatic, broke away from the

Rossinian convention developing the type of operatic solo

which prevails in I Trovatore.

By this Mascagni-facilitating emancipation of
Italian opera, Verdi concentrated its qualities and
got rid of its alloys. Il Trovatore is Italian
opera in earnest and nothing else.1 1

Though the feeling of fast dramatic development is par-

tially due to the condensation of the complicated story, it

is the energy and fire of the music, the quick changes of

mood and the occasionally brutal text which builds the ex-

citement. Each of the main characters is called upon to

deliver passages of almost insane ferocity or ecstatic rap-

ture.

Il Trovatore is particularly rich in traits that mark

veristic operas. They may be seen in the roaring unison of

the anvil chorus; the fascinating contrast of moods in the

1QBernard Shaw, Shaw on Music (New York, 1955), p. 148.

llbid., p. 138-139.
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misere scene; the horror of Azucena's descriptions of her

mother's death; the contrast between the lusty ring of the

tenor aria, "Di quella pira" ("The horrible blaze"), and the

quiet, sentimental wedding scene which follows; the nostalgic

charm of Azucena's "Ai nostri monti" ("Our mountains").

Verdi often projects breathless excitement into the role

of Leonora by cutting the melodic line into short segments.

In the second act Leonora is astonished and overjoyed to find

Manrico, the troubadour whom she loves, by her side when she

had supposed him dead. She exclaims, "E deggio e posso

crederlo?" ("Must I, can I believe it?").

Leonora. con tutta forza di sentimento

deg-gioe o re - der- Io?_ tiveg- oa m-a'ac -
Can I - bit eve the vi - sion blest rd art- hou here he -

Strin sp colla part

I

Fig. 24--Il Trovatore, Act II

Again the device is used in the last act when she pleads

with the count to spare Manrico's life.
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Leonora.

Pie - t pie - t'a, o-man- do ie - t! pie - th,. pie

Oh hear my pray'r, for pit- y I sue, oh hear my

Nu-me! va! va! va!

vengeance! V1. FlO. Ask me not!

Fig. 25--Il Trovatore, Act IV

A little later she is again breathless, this time with

joy, as the count, in exchange for her promise of marriage,

gives the order to allow Manrico to live.

turning around.) Leonora.(gazinl iupyar1 wit h VeIs1 filed with ttirs of joy

Count.olo CC

Co-lui vi-vrl. (Vi vrh! Con-ten - dcii giu -l O~il ' i
I spare his life. (Oh joy! hes -av', my beat- ing heart with

____ ~--A- ~ -

Fig. 26--Il Trovatore, Act IV

The device of quick change of moods is typical of the

entire opera. It is especially effective in the third act.

Leonora in bridal array stands in the nave of the chapel

I-
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with Manrico, who is about to become her husband. His aria,

"Ah s_, ben mio" ("Ah yes, my love"), a smooth melody marked

adagio and in the minor mode, assuages Leonora who dreads the

fact that Manrico must return to war on the morrow. They sing

a short, soft duet to a light chordal accompaniment from the

organ in the adjacent chapel. As they enter to be married,

a messenger arrives telling Manrico that Azucena has been

imprisoned and is about to be burned alive. The lovely mood

quickly shattered, Manrico bids farewell to Leonora, sings

the impassioned, bravura aria, "Di quella pira," and rushes

out to save Azucena.

In the last act, after Azucena's haunting aria, "Ai

Nostri Monti, " and the sentimental duet which follows between

her and Manrico, Leonora appears and begs him to flee. Man-

rico is horrified by the suspicion that his life has been

saved at the price of Leonora's yielding to the count. As

Manrico's frenzied anger mounts it is reflected in the or-

chestra in an ascending chromatic run of almost two octaves

in the woodwinds and strings. Manrico's voice breaks into

an exclamation which is almost a shout saying, "Ha quest'infame

l1amor" ("This infamous woman sold her love").
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va - !In-I rn-do, in - &do!
ri - . -val who sentthe 11l knowx it!

Leonora. 6

Oh quant'in
-- 3 ~ *Be not so

' que-sin fa - me 'a - mor ven - du - - to!

Ah! hast thou sold thy-self to- that trai - tor?

Fig. 27--Il Trovatore, Act IV

The character of Azucena gives Il Trovatore its real

distinction. The wizened, crazed gypsy, torn between love

for her mother and love for her foster son, represents the

novel and forceful personality Verdi loved to portray. Her

music ranges from lovely wistful melodies to furious, venge-

ful ravings and wild hallucinations. Against the scene of

dawn in a gypsy camp, after the glad singing of the gypsies

and the ringing of anvils, Azucena relates the agony of her

mother who was accused of witchcraft by the elder Count di

Luna and burned at the stake. As the music rises in anguish,

w 9 M.Mma.1 Rm-i
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she tells how the soldiers pricked her mother with their

swords while cursing obscenely. They forced her into the

fire. She hears it crackle! Her mother cries hoarsely,

"Mi vendica" ("Avenge me"). The brutality and horror of her

confession becomes almost unbearable as she tells Manrico

how she built a fire. She planned to avenge her mother by

stealing the count's son and burning him. Her heart was

torn hearing the child sob, but then the awful scene of her

tortured mother and her screams return again to her mind.

The music climbs to a feverish pitch. Having begun low in

pitch and dynamic level, the music ascends alternating rapid

chromatic runs played fortissimo with high, soft tremulo in

the strings. Azucena relates how she pushed the child into

the fire and watched him burn. Turning around, she saw the

hated child of the count and realized that she had burned

her own child! The agonizing climax is reached on a high

B flat. Gradually the music and the anguish subside. As

the pitch and volume descend, Azucena sings, "I can still

feel the hair stand up on my head. I can think on that day

no more!" The fever pitch of the high tessatura of the music

preceding, the shocking text, the power of the mezzo-soprano

voice singing in soprano range, build a terrifying climax

which when dropped with sinking pianissimo to the very low

range creates powerful drama.



(Azucena falls exhausted on her seat-, Manricc
stands for some moments dumb with horror
and astonishment.)

zar san - cor! driz - zar - i an - cor!
can no more, I can no more.

Fig. 28--Il Trovatore, Act II

The character of the count does not seem as carefully

drawn as the other three. He sings of furious love and pro-

voked pride as he prepares to steal Leonora away as she is

about to become a nun, believing Manrico dead. Verdi ex-

presses the love of the count for Leonora in a suavely

melodious, tenderly languishing aria, "I1 balen del suo

sorriso" ("The flashing of her smile"). The pizzicato arpeg-

gios in triplets in lower strings add steady, constant support.

Largo. (=:o.) cantab

I1 ba- Len e-isuo sor- ri - so d'u-na.
In the lig1t of her sweet glanc-es Joy ce -

Fig. 29--Il Trovatore, Act III
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Just after such melodious declarations of love, the count

utters these blasphemous words, "The joy that awaits me is not

mortal joy, no! In vain a rival God opposes my love. Not

even a God is able, 0 woman, to steal you from me!"l 2 The

count has brought his retainers to help him seize Leonora.

The murmuring of the conspirators is heard. Grout describes

Verdi's sotto voce ensembles as having indescribably mysteri-

ous, suggestive quality.13

sottovoce-Count (hidden among the trees sotovoc

No, no, non pub nemmen uin
No, no, I swear thou shalt be

Ferrando (hidden among the trees.) sottovoce

Cor - raggioardir!
Be-ware, leware

om. bra la spe -me di quag giu!l

fair - er, Where hope is reler be - trayd.

(hidden behind the trees.)
of the Count sofforoce,

Cor-raggioardir!
Be-ware, beware,
sotovoce

Fig. 30--Il Trovatore, Act II

2 La gioia che m'aspetta, gioia mortal non e, no!

Invano un Dio rivale s'oppone all'amor mio. Non puo nemmen

un Dio, donna, rapirti a me!

13 Grout, Op_. cit., p. 367.
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I Trovatore contains other powerfully stirring ensembles.

The first act is brought to a rousing finish as the count

sings in jealous fury and Leonora and Manrico join, reinforc-

ing the fast, strongly accented melody as they build excite-

ment by singing in unison over the count's baritone line which

moves in steady quarter notes.

Leonora.

Pioni - biahpi-om-bi il tu - o
Yes, I glo ry that I have

Manrico.

La tua sor- te e gia
Ahl be - ware, thou ty - rant

Count. a tempo.

vi - ve - re non puo! Ah!di ge . lo - so, di ge - lo - soa-mor
sworn that thou shalt die! Ah,raging flames my heart are stir - ringFronr

a tempo.

Fig. 31--Il Trovatore, Act I

A scene of poignant emotion is generated and honed by

the combination of varying elements of the drama in the misere

scene. Leonora's sadness and terror is heard as she watches

the castle tower where Manrico is imprisoned awaiting execu-

tion. It is mirrored in the frantic rhythmic figure and

breathless agitation of the melody. Her anxiety is contrated

with the simultaneous singing of the monks.
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Leonora.

r -: _- da r -Hre, -! r 1- v

SulA'or - -i-da tor re, ahi! pa rci c a
Oh nihtfull 01 an - gUis,) whNat wI I e 1hI

10. e -se -re!
low.Heav'n have mercy

no- e- e-
low Heav'n have mercy

Aw

Fig. 32--Il Trovatore, Act IV

Regardless of the incredible text and demeaning remarks

of critics'4 of this robust, directly appealing style, Ii

Trovatore remains a favorite in the present-day repertoire.

Toscanni may well have shouted (and he was the
first to raise such an eminently authoritative
voice, and to be in the position to illustrate
his point with facts) that Il Trovatore has the
same weight on the musical scales as a work by
Bach or Mozart.15

14Dennis Arundell, The Critic at the Opera, p. 336.

1 5Mario Medici, director, "Verdi," Bolletino Quadrimestrale
dell' Isturo di Studi Verdiani, I (April, 1960), 16-17.
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La Traviata

La Traviata (The Strayed Woman) is the nineteenth of

Verdicts twenty-eight operas. Its setting, contemporaneous

with the time in which it was written, its moments of supreme

passion, the elevation of a socially unacceptable woman, and

the recognition of domestic tragedy are the chief facets of

verismo present.

Edward Dent believes La Traviata to be of great histor-

ical importance because it is the first successful attempt at

an operatic treatment of domestic tragedy.16

There have been periods when composers have

revolted against the romantic unreality of the oper-

atic stage and have set out to be strictly realistic.
At first this was possible only in farcifal comedy;
but this farcifal comedy itself . . . was in its
way an artistic convention and not a piece of real
life, however real it might look by contrast with
the heroic or mythological drama. Probably those
comic scenes in opera, and those early comic operas
about low life in Naples were more realistic to
their first audiences than they could be to us . .
they belong to the cate fory of artificial comedy
now and not to realism. 7

La Traviata differs from earlier bourgeois operas in

that it contains no buffa parts and is unmistakably serious,

ending in tragedy.l

For a twentieth century audience, La Traviata has the

charm of a period work. However, the libretto by Piave was

taken from the play, La Dame aux camelias, written by

16 Dent, 2E. cit., p. 94.

17 Ibid., p. 25. 181bid., p. 94.
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Alexandre Dumas, the younger. The opera was first performed

in costumes contemporaneous with the dress of the time.

On January 1, 1853, even amidst hectic preparations for

the premier of .I Trovatore on the nineteenth, Verdi, already

thinking of his next composition, wrote di Sanctis saying

that he wanted plots which were "great, beautiful, varied,

daring . . . daring to an extreme, novel in form and at the

same time adapted to composing." From the same letter it

appears that he had already found one, though its boldness

differed from that of Rigoletto's picture of deformity and

decadent court life or 11 Trovatore's grand gestures and

electrifying climaxes. The letter continues,

For Venice I am setting La Dame aux camelias,
which I shall call La Traviata. It is a contem-
porary subject. Another might have avoided it on
account of the costumes, the period and a thousand
other foolish scruples, but I am delighted with
the idea. Everyone groaned-when I proposed put-
ting a hunchback on the stage. Well, I enjoyed
writing Rigoletto.19

La Traviata was first performed in Venice in March, 1853.

It failed dismally. The singers were inadequate. The audience

disliked seeing the singers in ordinary dress. Making a fallen

woman a heroine was shocking. The idea of a person with lung

disease singing was incomprehensible. Time has proved Verdi's

artistic instinct justified, although it became customary to

use eighteenth century costumes regardless of their absurdity

'9 Ulrich Weisstein, The Essence of Opera (London, 1964),
p. 239.
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in a work whose whole action is conditioned by the social

morality of the 1850s.

La Traviata has been called a chamber opera. Because the

drama is concentrated on a woman and her fate, Verdi has cre-

ated a feminine setting of intimate melodies accompanied by

delicate orchestration in which woodwinds and strings abound.

Brass is seldom used. The character of the dangerously ill

woman is carefully, tenderly recreated in Verdi's music.

The prelude opens with slow, fragile phrases which sound

tenuous in divided strings speaking of Violetta's mortal illness.

Adagio. (46.

Piano.PP

Fig. 33--La Traviata, Act I

The theme of Violetta's profound love appears. It is con-

structed principally of a sustained descending E major scale.

Tuttf. cones g-allarg. edim.

I A& Aft Aa

Fig. 34--La Traviata, Act I

A
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Over the love theme is next embroidered the flippant,

frantic pleasure of her life in fast, staccato phrases inter-

rupted by short rests, giving a breathless quality.

it 4f V 60IAI*r-

a E
Y'a Ica

'l I F I i

Fig. 35--La Traviata, Act I

A similar effect is further developed in the first act

duet as Alfredo declares his love using almost the same mel-

ody we identify with Violettats love theme, but with mascu-

line directness. As he confesses his love the smooth, four

measure descending phrase is repeated. A two measure phrase

descends, is repeated rising to a climax on a high A. The

melody dissolves into triplets moving downward tenderly.

con es ansione

mor. Di quel-la-mor, .uel-la . mor ch''e pal - pi-to
fore- Nev - er be - fore have I known..-.such hap - piness,

Fig. 36--La Traviata, Act I

CI.Fat.

rein I t-.ld&L
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It is those triplets which Violetta picks up, breaking

the legato line with hectic pauses and making an entirely

different rhythmic use of them. Violetta at this point be-

lieves herself incapable of heroic love.

So - lo a-mi -sta-de io vof-fro; a - mar non so,ne sof - fro un co - si e-roi-co a

Friendship is all I~ of- fer, For love.-. so-deep'm not_ _ the woman.You must.fo

Fig. 37--La Traviata, Act I

Before the first act is concluded, Violetta already longs

for a quiet, sincere life with Alfredo. But later having found

the joys of such a life, she is asked by Alfredo's father to

give them up for the sake of the enduring happiness of Alfredo

and his family. In her final decision to say farewell to

Alfredo, she creates a moment of supreme emotional reaction

as a concentrated flow of anguish pours through the singing

of the love theme set in high soprano range, fortissimo.

(ardently)

AA - -ma -mi ,Al -fre - -do,

Ahp my be - lov . ed, P

Wid Ssrai. IP

Fig. 38--La Traviata, Act II
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In the last act Violetta gives Alfredo her picture and

asks that he give it to whomever he marries saying that she

will be praying for them from the sky. The melody shows

Violettats waning strength. She sings softly in broken

segments based on dotted rhythms. Yet at the same time the

full orchestra punctuates her words with weighty chords

played very softly. They betray her heartbreak.

L.Andante sostenuto.(J~i~fs) (tok Alfpd) I I L -L

Prendi, quest' i rim - ma - gi - ne do'
Dear-est, on this med - al - 1i - on Yo

Fig. 39--La Traviata, Act III

Conclusion

The elements of verismo are basic to the general charac-

teristics of Italian operatic art. Monteverdi stood at the

dawn of Italian opera and Puccini at the close of a period of

great productivity in Italian opera. These men and the long

series of intervening composers display the four great fea-

tures of Italian operatic art--umanita, sincerity, passione,

effetto (humaneness, sincerity, passion, the supreme dramatic

moment).



Yet an aesthetic which lays such stress on the

untrammelled expression of human feelings runs
the risk of an excessive emotionalism and a
kicking over the traces, dramatically and
riusically. This is precisely what happened in
verismo. 0

There is a tendency toward excess in every characteristic

of a veristic opera. The feature which makes verismo some-

thing more than mere realism is the degree of excess to which

the realistic elements are taken. Sections of everyday life

are presented not only in order to be realistic, but also be-

cause truthfulness on stage is shocking. Veristic operas

endeavor to create an atmosphere which causes constant emo-

tional response. Climaxes are not the fruit of careful

development as much as they are primarily for effect.

It is possible for a composer of genius to create a mas-

terpiece of veristic opera worthy of inclusion among the finest

operas of history. The period of composition of purely veristic

operas is considered to have been little more than ten years

in duration. Cavalleria Rusticana and Pagliacci are examples

of verismo which are invariably recognized as such. Other

composers identified as sometimes being veristic are Puccini,

Giordani, Massenet, Charpentier. Operas of Strauss and Berg

composed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,

Salome, Elektra, Wozzeck,2 1 and Lulu, are melodrama to which

2 0 Carner, op. cit., p. 234.

2 1 Conrad L. Osborne, "Berg's Wozzeck," Hi Pi, XV, 75-76.
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is added frisson through the introduction of pathological

traits of a psychological order.
22 Menotti used the macabre

to intensify his melodramatic works which are twentieth cen-

tury veristic operas. Many operas recently composed are

veristic. Notable examples are Lizzie Borden by Beeson and

Susannah by Floyd.23

The elements of verismo are among the characteristics

present in the operas of Giuseppe Verdi where they reached a

zenith of development. It is upon these veristic aspects,

as identified in the second chapter, that the operas Caval-

leria Rusticana and Pagliacci were based. Rigoletto, Il

Trovatore, and La Traviata richly exhibit these elements of

verismo which have been identified in this chapter. The use

of characters and scenes from common life and the treatment

of daily living as important are shown in La Traviata.

Rigoletto, Il Trovatore and La Traviata each present a vivid,

melodramatic plot without concern for a general significance

or moral. These Verdian operas arouse sensation by violent

contrast as shown most apparently in the sordid, gloomy set-

ting of the last act of Rigoletto which also displays frivol-

ity and deep, sincere love. Each Verdian opera shows use of

intensely passionate or declamatory phrases which gather up

the essence of the drama and pour it forth in straightforward

22Grout, o2. cit.5, p. 538.

23 1rank Merkling, editor, "Susannah," Opera News, XXX,

21.
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melodic lines and explosively climactic phrases. Verdi uses

the orchestra for sensational effects, particularly by quick

contrast of dynamic levels. These dynamic markings can be

found on almost every page of a Verdian score. Moments of

excitement follow in swift climactic succession, particu-

larly evinced in the last act of Il Trovatore.

The essence of Verdi's style is his interest in expres-

sing human passions in song. The natural outpouring of

sensuous beauty and powerful emotion is directly appealing.

The genius of his music lifts the plane of each of his operas

to its own unique niche where time does not obliterate but

rather makes each more obviously discernible as a work of

art.
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